A. CAMP:
Camp is only three weeks away!
What activities at camp are you most looking forward to? Choose SIX (Minimum) to EIGHT (Maximum) activities and rank them from one to six in the order you are most looking forward to them.
IMPORTANT: Once you have decided your rankings you need to write a PARAGRAPH explaining WHY you are looking forward to each of these activities.
If you are not sure what some of the camp activities are you could look on the APPS school website at the 2013 Grade 6 Camp Photos to give you some ideas.

B. Maths – Place Value
Rearrange each of these numbers correctly and write them as both extended notation and numerals:
- 6 hundreds, 8 units, 7 tens, 3 thousands and 5 tenths
- 3 units, 12 hundredths, 1 thousand, 9 tens and 7 tens of thousands
- 6 tenths, 8 units, 5 tens of thousands, 2 hundreds, 0 tens and 8 thousands
- 16 hundredths, 3 units, 9 thousands, 1 hundred, 4 tens and 9 tens of thousands
- 7 thousands, 6 units, 3 hundreds, 35 hundredths, 1 ten, 9 tens of thousands and 6 hundreds of thousands
CHALLENGE: 47 units, 335 thousandths, 16 hundreds, 25 tens of thousands

C. Integrated Studies:
Using your growing understanding of the three levels of Government in Australia explain which (Federal, State or Local) have these responsibilities:
1. Collection of your rubbish and recycling bins
2. Providing funding to the Australian Winter Olympic team
3. Building a new freeway across a city
4. Mowing the Diamond Hills football ground
5. Responsibility for airline security
6. Responsibility for making laws about crimes in Victoria

D. Grade 6 Quiz:
Which members of the 2014 Grade 6 team have their birthday in April? EXTRA CHALLENGE: What dates are they? (CLUE: They are within a week of each other)

Reminders – Showcase ‘Quality’ Homework (stay neat), Swimming Continues Tuesday February 24th and Thursday February 26th, Inter-school Sport Friday February 28th
Camp dates: March 17th – 21st